FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VJ Electronix Strengthens Its Sales and Technical Support in the Midwest
November 2018 — VJ Electronix, Inc., the leader in rework technologies and global provider
of advanced X-ray inspection systems, has appointed Midwest Tech Services as its sales
representative. Midwest Tech Services will represent VJ Electronix throughout Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky and portions of Wisconsin.
“VJ Electronix is well-known in the marketplace for its innovation and leading-edge X-ray
and rework solutions, while offering the best in quality, reliability and value,” stated Dan
Frailey, President of Midwest Tech Services. “Their broad product offering in X-ray
inspection and component rework systems as well as unique products, such as the XQuik
line of advanced X-ray component counting systems, is only one example of what we find
very exciting about the VJ Electronix. All of us at Midwest Tech are looking forward to a long
and prosperous relationship with the professional team at VJ Electronix.”
Founded in 1993 by Dan Frailey, the company specializes in providing products to the
electronic assembly Industry. The direction of the company has remained focused on
bringing process solutions to the Midwest territory’s electronic assembly marketplace
through exclusive representation of the industry’s most recognized best-in-class brands of
electronic assembly products.
“The appointment of Midwest Tech is a key step in VJ Electronix’s strategic plan to expand
in the Midwest region,” said Robert Kerwin, VJ Electronix s East Region Sales Manager.
“With 20 years of experience in the electronics industry, VJ Electronix has a complete
range of products used for process control and inspection.”
Midwest Tech’s balanced line card of both capital equipment, bench assembly tooling and
consumable supplies has elevated the company’s position to that of the recognized leader in
bringing surface mount and through-hole assembly solutions to the market. For more
information, visit www.midwesttech.com
For more information regarding VJE, visit www.vjelectronix.com.
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About VJ Electronix
VJ Electronix, Inc. manufactures production ready, automated Rework and X-ray inspection
systems with many advanced capabilities. The company frequently provides custom solutions
tailored to satisfy specific application requirements. VJ Electronix is a worldwide leader in X-ray
Inspection and Rework equipment.
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